
REORGANISATION 
Please give us your views 

We have been discussing the future of 
Stop Hinkley for some time and feel 
that we now have to decide on major 
changes. The committee of 3 must, for 
personal reasons, find a way to reduce 
even the small amount of time we 
spend on Hinldey activities. We have 
been considering the options and 
would like your opinions or 
suggestions, either at or before the next 
AGM in March 2000, when decisions 
will be made. 

The options that we have identified 
are:- the organisation is wound up; we 
find people to take over from us; or we 
continue with a reduced level of 
activity. The impression we have 
gained from members, and we have 
received much support and 
encouragement, is that they want the 
organisation to exist in case the 
situation at Hinkley Point requires 
action. We have money and about 200 
people and organisations on our 
newsletter list, winch would be very 
useful if a campaign was required 

The suggestion we would like to make 
is that Stop Hinldey should continue, 
but much of the money we have 
accumulated could be used by other 
organisations for anti-nuclear or pro
renewable campaigns. To keep the 
organisation going, we would like 
members to renew but not subscribe at 
the beginning of each year. That 
would enable us to keep the database 
of supporters up to date. To use our 
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CONTACT: Hester Watson 
Tavens, High Street, Carhampton, 
Mine head, Somerset T A24 6ND 
tel 01643 821768 

Membership: Val Davey 
tel 01460 240241 

Next Meeting 9th November, phone 
for details 

funds most effectively we suggest that 
we support campaigns in the same way 
that we do now. Organisations could 
write, giving details of the campaign, 
and what the funds are required for. 
This year we decided on the amount 
we wanted to give away and shared it 
among those who requested. If we 
adopt this suggestion in March, it 
would be useful if we could get 
requests for money before the AGM so 
that decisions could be made at the 
meeting. The same process could be 
repeated every 3 or 6 months, and the 
decisions reported in a short 
newsletter. 

At the end of the 1998 financial year 
we had £14691 in the bank plus £5000 
ofBaywind shares. We decided to 
give about £800 to campaigns this 
year, and supported Cricklewood 
Against Nuclear Trains, the Bristol 
based campaign against nuclear trains, 
solar power worksho~-- _ _ "]l 
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We would like to hear members views 
on the options given here or whether 
there are alternatives that we have not 
thought of, especially if someone 
wants to take over from us. If you 
think we should do something different 
can you let us know how it would be 
put into practice? 

Demonstrations against nuclear 
transports will take place on October 
30th - at a number of locations -
contact Neil at Bristol Friends of the 
Earth- 0117 942 0129 

PROBLEMS AT HINKLEY POINT 

Both reactors at the Magnox power 
station have been shut since April 
when the company, BNFL Magnox 
Generation, had to stop generation in 
order to rectify faults which had been 
there since they were built. Last 
September, during a routine 
maintenance inspection, it was found 
that some of the construction welds 
supporting tubes inside the boiler were 
too small, and the decision was made 
to have them strengthened so that the 
reactors could continue long-term. It 
was thought that the work would finish 
in June but new faults were then 
discovered in the boiler supports, so 
the reactors are still not operating. 
Meanwhile, at reactor 3 which is 
owned by British Energy, two recent 
incidents were classified as level one 
on the International Nuclear Event 
Scale • anomalies having no effect on 
nuclear safety, but which must be 
reported to the Nuclear Installations 
Inspectorate. 

THE FUTURE FOR BRITISH 
NUCLEAR FUELS 
Having merged Thorp and Magnox 
Generation business groups, 

discussions continue about how to 
make the combined electricity 
generation and reprocessing business 
viable for the future, as the company 
prepares for partial privatisation. In his 
statement, Stephen Byers, Secretary of 
State for Trade and Industry, said the 
Government intends to pursue a Public 
Private Partnership for British Nuclear 
Fuels involving the partial transfer of 
the company to the private sector. 
This is seen by the company as a major 
milestone in achieving their aim to 
"become the leading global nuclear 
company". They have recently bought 
Westinghouse in the US, and are 
getting contracts to clean up nuclear 
sites. They have also signed an 
agreement with AEA technology to set 
up a venture company which will 
support nuclear reactor operators here 
and abroad, helping them to extend 
their working lives. 

The manufacture ofMOX fuel at 
Sellafield is a critical part of its 
strategy for the future. There are 
contracts to ship this fuel to Japan 
where there are plans to run up to 18 
reactors on it by 2010. But there are 
fresh doubts about this venture 
following admissions of serious 
irregularities at the plant. The Nuclear 
Installations Inspectorate is 
investigating claims that safety checks 
have been falsified to save time. The 
MOX fuel is very dangerous and must 
be shipped on armed carriers with 
armed escorts, because of the risk that 
the plutonium could be used for 
bombs. Furious protests have been 
made by governments of the countries 
on the route the ships will follow 
through the Panama Canal, because 
they have not been consulted. 
Although injunctions have been 
granted against Greenpeace to prevent 
them interfering with the shipments, 
they may still plan to intercept them. 



The nuclear industry has been 
encouraged by the report published by 
the Royal Society/Royal Academy of 
Engineering: 'Nuclear Energy- the 
future climate', which concludes that 
"it is vital to keep the nuclear option 
open". However, the nuclear waste 
issue will not go away and has not 
been resolved The policy of short
term storage while we wait for 
scientists to find a way to dispose of it 
is becoming a long-term reality. When 
looking at the issue of reprocessing 
rather than storage of nuclear waste, it 
is interesting to note that most 
countries have decided on storage. 
Britain opted for the more expensive 
option of reprocessing through the 
desire to remain a major world power 
after the second world war by having 
nuclear weapons. They also hoped 
their research into nuclear energy 
production would make Britain a 
leader in this industry, but the Fast 
Breeder reactor was unsuccessful, and 
other possible uses for materials 
produced by reprocessing have yet to 
be proved viable. We are left with the 
problem of how to transport 
radioactive materials safely round the 
world and an increasing number of 
accidents involving the nuclear fleet -
15 between 1991 and 1998, among a 
fleet of 12. 

THE LEGACY OF BRITAIN'S 
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY 

After 50 years of development it is 
estimated that the industry has created 
£50 billion of clear-up costs, and it 
will take 50 years to dismantle the 
experimental stations. Although some 
of the early reactors produced 
electricity, the promise that it would be 
"too cheap to meter" did not 
materialise. 

While the consensus conference on 
radioactive waste management aired a 
number of views, it did not come up 
with any solutions. For a report see 
http://www. ukceed.org/conference 

RADIATION AND HEALTH 
The debate continues as to whether the 
nuclear industry is bad for people's 
health. 75 British nuclear workers 
have been awarded over £3 million in 
"voluntary" compensation payments 
for radiation linked diseases, mainly 
cancer. These are made on the 
condition that workers do not go to 
court or demand that the nuclear 
industries accept liability for the 
diseases. 

However, the media give the 
impression through reports of research 
studies that there are no links between 
cancer and the nuclear industry. Dr 
Eve Roman from the Leukaemia 
Research Fund found that children of 
male and female employees of nuclear 
establishments are no more likely to 
get leukaemia than other children. 

Viruses are still popular as an 
explanation for the cluster of 
childhood cancers near Sellafield A 
report in the British Journal of Cancer, 
August 16th, concludes that there is 
enough evtdence to prove that a virus 
which has yet to be identified is the 
cause. The survey showing that 
children in Cumbria are more likely to 
develop leukaemia if their parents 
come from outside the county, is said 
to support the population mixing 
theory. However a combination of 
infection and radiation is also 
considered possible. The specific 
ways in wh-ich radiation do cause harm 
are not getting much consideration -
such as alpha particles inside the body. 



THE 14TH WW LEVEL 
RADIATION ANDHEALm 
CONFERENCE 
was held at Lancaster on 1Oth/11th 
July. Speakers covered many topics, 
including Breast cancer and radiation, 
Chemobyl and cancers, UK. atomic 
veterans, issues of regulation, transport 
and the future for energy producers 
and the plutonium industry. They 
described many sources of evidence 
that radiation is not good for us. A 
study of breast cancer in women 
exposed to fluoroscopy treatment for 
pulmonary TB showed that radiation is 
a causal agent for breast cancer. There 
were 22.000 servicemen at the UK 
atomic tests and, in a study of I 0% of 
them, it was found that a third died at 
an average age of 56 years, many from 
cancers presumed to be radiogenic. 
Many of their offspring had also 
developed illnesses. 

Next year the Millennium Low Level 
Radiation and Health Conference will 
be on 15th/16th July at Reading. 
Contact the Nuclear Awareness Group, 
c/o Pam Vassie 01189 780148. 

NUCLEAR FUEL 
One problem faced by the nuclear 
industry in promoting their recycled 
fuels such as MOX is the quantity of 
much cheaper uranium which is 
available. However, this comes from 
areas such as the Australian Kakadu 
national park. The campaign against 
the development of the mine at the 
centre of the park has brought together 
the Unesco scientific committee, 
environmental groups and the 
Aboriginal tribe who have lived there 
for 40,000 years. They are fighting the 
government which hopes to make £2 
billion in uranium exports, despite the 
world glut in ore and falling demand 
from the nuclear industry. 

ATOMIC WEAPONS 
For the first time since 1950, when 
A WE Aldermaston started to 
manufacture nuclear weapons, the 
public are being given a chance to 
express their views on the continuing 
discharges. Radioactive materials, 
including plutonium are still 
discharged as airborne and waterbome 
wastes, from the manufacture and 
maintenance of our Trident nuclear 
weapons system. An increased level of 
discharges is proposed on the basis that 
they "present no significant risk to the 
health of members of the public", 
although the actual health effects have 
not been established. 

objections can be sent to Loma 
Stevens, The Environment Agency, 
Radioactive Substances Public 
Consultation, PO Box 191, 
Walhngford DO, Oxon, OXIO 8PL. 

For more infonnation contact NAG 
8 Langborough Road, Wokingham, 
RG402BT 

NEW WARHEADS TO REPLACE 
TRIDENT 
It seems that the Government has 
secret plans to develop a new 
generation of warheads together with 
France and the US. This has serious 
implications for our obligations under 
the non-proliferation and test ban 
treaties. Although the Government has 
said there are no plans to replace 
Trident when it retires)£~~-- -~--· 
are reports of money ~-~g ~~nt L 1. _ 1 J~~-'ll 
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